
 

Terms and Conditions 

These terms and conditions apply to all services or products purchased from NGEN-PCs. By paying for an 
invoice from NGEN-PCs and/or signing this document, you agree to all terms and conditions listed 
below. If any term or condition is deemed unenforceable, all remaining terms or conditions will not be 
affected. These terms and conditions are subject to change without notice at NGEN-PCs’ sole discretion. 
Any unauthorized change(s) to this document without prior approval from both NGEN-PCs’ and the 
client will be null and void. If you do not agree with these terms, do not pay for your invoice or sign this 
document. 

Definitions 

- “NGEN”, “NGEN’s”, “We”, and/or “our” means NGEN-PCs 
- “You”, “your”, “their”, “client”, and/or “client’s” means the signee or individual paying for this 

invoice 
- “fully functioning” is defined as passing a full diagnostic test of PC Doctor’s Service Center 10.5 

software 

General Liabilities 

1. NGEN is first and foremost a custom computer building service. Once NGEN has received full 
payment from the client, NGEN must assemble a complete, fully functioning computer and the 
client must receive a diagnostic report with their computer showing it is fully functioning. 

2. It shall be understood that design is an art and not all art can satisfy the client’s taste. Since 
there is no way to guarantee what the final computer will look like, the client shall be deemed 
satisfied with the design and aesthetic upon paying the invoice from NGEN. 

3. It shall be understood that NGEN can only accomplish certain designs and aesthetics if the 
client’s budget allows for it.  

4. Paying for the invoice immediately approves NGEN’s design and can only be changed at NGEN’s 
sole discretion. The client immediately forgoes the right to demand changes, but may request 
them.  

5. It shall be understood that technology is constantly changing and there is a significant delay 
between NGEN purchasing the parts and the client receiving the computer. NGEN will not be 
held liable to purchase or upgrade to new parts that come out after the invoice was paid for by 
the client.  

6. Once payment is received, NGEN is responsible for purchasing the exact items quoted or an item 
deemed equivalent or better in performance and/or function by NGEN. If a situation arises such 
that NGEN must purchase an item of lesser performance or functionality, NGEN must contact 
the client for approval. 

7. NGEN does not manufacture or design any components used in your custom computer and 
therefore not liable for any hardware or software related defects, errors, or malfunctions. 

8. Water cooling shall be understood to be dangerous and thus the client shall accept full 



responsibility for any damages caused by water cooling after receiving their computer. NGEN is 
responsible for any damaged caused by water cooling during the build process. 

9. Removing heat sinks to add water blocks may void the corresponding component’s warranty. 
Upon paying for the invoice and thus approving the purchase of the water cooling component(s) 
and the hardware, the client immediately consents to voiding the warranty of the corresponding 
hardware if applicable 

10. Any requested modding may also void the corresponding component’s warranty. Upon paying 
for the invoice and thus approving the modification of the component(s), the client immediately 
consents to voiding the warranty if applicable 

11. It shall be understood that all computers built by NGEN are complicated systems that require 
proper handling and upkeep. Thus, NGEN is not liable for any damages or issues that arise after 
the client has accepted delivery of their computer. 

12. Overclocking a computer can lead to shortening of life, permanent damage, and /or malfunction 
of components of the computer. Lock-ups and BSODs due to overclocking can also corrupt 
software. Overclocking may also void the manufacturer’s warranty. If requested by the client to 
overclock their computer, the client assumes all responsibility for potential harm or damage to 
the components and software, as well as the potential loss of warranty.  

13. Although the client is the owner of the final computer, NGEN will retain the rights to utilize all 
design elements, photographs, and videos for use including, but not limited to, our portfolio, 
other builds, competition, charity, and promotional use. The client forfeits the right to any 
revenue or assets gained through any means explicitly or implicitly listed above. 

14. It shall be understood that all advice and suggestions given through written or spoken form from 
NGEN is subject to human error, misinformation from a third party, speculation, or purely 
opinionated and thus NGEN is not liable for any damages, incompatibilities, or misguided 
promises/ commitments made outside of these terms and conditions.  
 

Payment  

Payments are accepted up front, in full, and in U.S. dollars. NGEN uses PayPal to accept and 
process payments. A three percent fee will be added to the total cost to pay for this service and is 
included in the invoice. This fee is non negotiable and subject to change as PayPal may increase or 
decrease this fee. This is to protect the customer and reduce liability on NGEN. NGEN will never see or 
store our client’s payment information. PayPal accepts all major debit and credit cards, as well as 
provides financing if desired. PayPal also offers forms of buyer protection for our clients. Please refer to 
PayPal’s documentation of these services. A PayPal account is not required to pay for invoices and NGEN 
takes no responsibility for the client’s creation of their own account. It shall be understood that since 
NGEN is a separate entity from PayPal, NGEN can not be held liable for any responsibilities or damages 
associated with PayPal. 

If the client wishes to forgo PayPal and the associated fee, the client can mail us a cashier’s 
check. Please note this will delay the build as nothing will begin until the check has cleared. NGEN will 
not begin placing orders until payment has cleared. NGEN is not responsible for missed preorders or 
product availability due to payment processing delays. NGEN does not offer any form of payment plans. 
NGEN suggests that the client find their own form of financing as PayPal accepts all major debit and 
credit cards. Paying for the invoice shall be understood as acceptance of all listed prices on the invoice. 



 

 Warranty 

As every computer is tailored to each client, warranties are limited to the individual components 
and what the manufacturer offers for said component. NGEN guarantees the client’s computer will leave 
NGEN-PCs fully functioning. The client is responsible for understanding the warranties associated with 
the individual components agreed upon in the invoice. If applicable, it is important to note that the 
warranty of certain components may be voided upon install of watercooling components. Since 
NGEN-PCs is the party that purchases the components, NGEN will assist in filing for Return Merchandise 
Authorization requests as needed by the client. NGEN is not responsible for the decision of the 
manufacturer/seller to deny or approve the request. The client is responsible for paying any fees 
associated with the RMA process. NGEN is not responsible for the labor involved to remove/exchange 
said component nor is NGEN liable for any damages incurred during this process. If the client wishes for 
NGEN to perform the labor, NGEN reserves the right to charge. NGEN does not offer a warranty. 

 

Shipping 

All computers will be shipped insured for the full value the client was invoiced for. NGEN will 
crate and/or reinforce all computer shipping boxes. NGEN packaging will be understood to exceed the 
requirements for safe shipping. All client computers will have photo evidence of proper packing. If 
damages do occur during shipping, the client must notify NGEN immediately so NGEN can begin the 
claim process. NGEN cannot be responsible for the shippers approval or denial of said claim. If the claim 
is approved, NGEN is responsible for giving the client the full value of the claim. If the client wishes to 
build the computer over again, NGEN is responsible for building another fully functioning computer. 
NGEN will be responsible for building the client a new computer within a timely manner. However, it 
shall be understood that prior obligations may already be scheduled during this time and there could be 
significant delays. It shall be understood that shipping is out of NGEN’s control. NGEN will never be liable 
for delays or damages incurred during shipping, but must assist in the claim process if any such damages 
occur.  

Costs of shippings will always be understood to be estimates as the weight and size of the final 
build may vary. If the final shipping costs exceed what was invoiced for by twenty-five percent, NGEN 
reserves the right to bill the difference to the client and refuse to ship until payment is received. If such 
event occurs, NGEN must present an invoice directly from the shipping company to prove the cost 
difference. Until the client pays the bill, the computer shall be understood to be property of NGEN but 
will be forfeited to the client as soon as the client pays the bill or arrange another pick up/ shipping 
service.  

Shipping costs only include shipping for the computer itself as well as accessories NGEN deems 
important to include. NGEN is not liable to hold onto any boxes or accessories that individual 
components were shipped in or with. If the client wishes to keep boxes for future use, they must notify 
NGEN before paying the invoice. NGEN will bill separately any costs associated with shipping the extra 
boxes and accessories to the client as requested. 

 



Refunds 

NGEN is a building service and as such, there will be no refunds as labor cannot be undone. Once 
payment has been received, NGEN can refuse any request to cancel the project and can continue with 
the project as required by these terms and conditions. A project will only be cancelled if NGEN is 
deemed to have violated the terms and conditions laid out in this contract or NGEN refuses to continue 
with the project. At this point, NGEN reserves the right to prorate the client for any labor already used. If 
individual components cannot be returned, the client will be liable to pay for shipping to receive the 
items from NGEN, or forfeit the item and costs associated with it. The client is also liable for any shipping 
costs, restocking fees, or hidden costs associated with returning an item to the seller.  

 

Consent 

By paying for the invoice and/or signing this agreement, you agree to have read this document, 
be of sound state and mind, and agree to all terms listed above.  

 

 

Name Printed: __________________________________________ Date:_____________________ 

 

 

Signature: _____________________________________________ 


